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”Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.”
-Arthur C. Clarke, Profiles of the Future
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Abstract
An enumeration hybrid automaton has been shown in principle to be ready for automated
transformation into a Simulink implementation. This paper describes a strategy for and a
demonstration of automated construction. This is accomplished by designing a data model
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Model based design of software systems has been utilized effectively to prototype systems
and analyze system function via simulation. Because of the improved intellectual control and
expressiveness provided by graphical models, they help resolve discrepancies in requirements,
facilitate verification and validation, and decrease overall development time. These
advantages have led to model-based frameworks in which software engineers can specify
and implement applications via model construction instead of the traditional source code
programming processes. The best frameworks, those with a well defined modeling syntax,
are effective tools for improving software development productivity. The opportunity
exists to further enhance model-based methods by incorporating mathematically formal
semantics. The Software Quality Research Laboratory (SQRL) has developed methods to
facilitate the construction of mathematically precise software specifications and has shown,
in principle, that these specifications can be algorithmically transformed into model-based
implementations. However the automated construction of models utilizing tools such as
MATLAB R© Simulink R© has yet to be demonstrated.
Sequence based specification provides a technique for producing a specification that is
complete, consistent, and traceably correct [1] [2]. This method also provides algorithms and
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techniques for the automated construction of state box specifications. However, this method
does not handle timed systems explicitly. Instead, time-dependent signals must be handled
by abstractions. By explicitly handling the time domain, hybrid sequence based specification
(HSBS) [3] provides a more explicit specification of timed systems. In [3] it is put forward that
hybrid sequence based specifications provide sufficient detail to allow automated production
of software models. In this thesis, an implementation of the algorithm for the production
of a MATLAB Simulink model is provided as demonstration of the concept and process set
forth in [3].
1.2 Problem Statement
The algorithm provided by [3] for the production of an enumeration hybrid automaton (EHA)
as a Simulink model is a high level procedure for automated construction of a Simulink
model from an EHA. However, several key details of model construction are not described,
including how to automate construction of Simulink blocks for modeling signals, transitions,
and condition vectors. This thesis describes a mapping of EHA data to Simulink model
blocks to facilitate automated construction for selected classes of these blocks and validates
the complete automation strategy against an example enumeration of an adaptive cruise
control system described in [4]. By examining this example, details of the EHA-to-Simulink
transformation algorithm are discovered, described, and handled. By implementing this
example this thesis demonstrates the general feasibility of the complete transformation
process and the lays groundwork for handling more complicated systems and mathematical
constructs.
1.3 Prior Work
A major challenge in software engineering has been the production of complete, consistent,
and correct specifications using constructive methods accessible to typical practitioners.
Work done in this area includes black box specification and state box specification of the
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Box Structure Method [5], timed automata [6] [7], and hybrid automaton theory [8]. These
concepts are useful in the development of software when applied properly. However, without
a constructive technique to produce consistent and complete specifications their properties
can be left in question. To solve this problem, [1] and [3] show that their techniques,
sequence based specification and hybrid sequence based specification respectively, construct
specifications that are complete, consistent, and traceably correct.
1.3.1 Sequence Based Specification
In [1] the method for creating a complete, consistent, and traceably correct sequence based
specification(SBS) is presented. This technique has proven practical and effective by projects
such as [9].
To facilitate the transformation from requirements to specification, informal customer
requirements are gathered into natural language requirements and an interface specification.
The possible stimuli for the system are gathered into the interface specification and the
natural language requirements specify the proper response to stimulus histories. The
sequence based specification enumeration algorithm facilitates the discovery of inconsis-
tencies and omissions in the natural language document and their correction. Once an
enumeration mapping all possible sequences to responses is completed, the enumeration can
be transformed automatically into an equivalent finite state machine specification.
In SBS there is no explicit ability to handle time or continuous signals. These concepts
must be abstracted away and converted to discrete stimulus events. This places time and
continuous behavior outside of the theoretical framework of SBS, and thus shifts some of the
responsibility for maintaining completeness and consistency back to the developer.
1.3.2 Hybrid Sequence Based Specification
To handle continuous I/O, another set of concepts and techniques has been developed. The
theory of handling time in state machines has been developed as timed automata [6], hybrid
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automata [8], and hybrid I/O automata [10]. These concepts have been applied to produce
a hybrid sequence based specification enumeration construction technique developed in [3].
HSBS expands on sequence based specification to handle time and continuous I/O
explicitly. This also allows the specification to handle continuously evolving behavior
internally and react accordingly for real-time systems. In addition, it resolves non-
determinism in real-time applications by exhaustively covering the potential state space.
To handle continuous I/O, the EHA differs from the SBS state machine in a few
ways. The stimuli of SBS become stimulus-predicate tuples. In this way, changes of state
affecting or caused by continuous signals can be modeled. The stimulus histories of SBS
that represent canonical states become modes which encapsulate behavior functions for
autonomous signals and continuous outputs modeling time-dependent behaviors. Transitions
in an EHA encapsulate discrete responses, internal events, initial conditions, and changes in
the continuous-time behavior.
With these alterations, [3] proved that an EHA is equivalent to a hybrid I/O automaton.
It was also observed that an EHA can be readily transformed to a model-based implemen-
tation utilizing tools such as Stateflow and MATLAB/Simulink and that the automated




The algorithm presented in [3] details a method for traversing an EHA specification at
a relatively high level of abstraction. Filling in details of Simulink construction from
EHA specification is the primary goal and contribution of the current thesis. This goal
is accomplished via implementation of a transformation script known as hybridlink.
An example system is examined to provide inspiration for the production of algorithms
for a subset of known situations arising in EHAs that epitomize potential real world use cases.
In particular this subset includes handling discrete input and output, multimode operation,
constant continuous signals, time-dependent continuous signals, continuous signals described
by first order differential equations in time, and transition predicates of various types.
The implementation of hybridlink consists of four major parts. A data model that
encapsulates the information needed to fully describe an EHA. This is a road map for
producing practical implementations of the data model formats such as a database or XML.
For hybridlink an XML representation of the data model was chosen because of its ability
to represent the data model fully and allows for human readability and manual production
for small examples while also being readily machine consumable. The XML representation
of the EHA is fed through hybridlink to produce an m-code representation of a Simulink
model. This m-code representation can then be fed into MATLAB to generate a Simulink
model diagram.
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Hybridlink itself is made up of of two layers. The first layer consumes the XML and
implements the portions of the Simulink construction algorithm mentioned in [3] that relate
to the traversal of EHA data. This layer calls down into the second layer which then
constructs the MATLAB m-code.
2.1 Data Model and XML Schema
The hybridlink data model encapsulates the information needed to generate a Simulink model
of an EHA. The root object EnumerationHybridAutomaton contains the major I/O classes,
the condition vectors that are utilized to assemble the transition matrix, and the modes that
define the behavior of the system. Metadata about the whole system is also contained here,
such as its name and description.
The datamodel for an EHA is shown in appendix A.1. The Variable class is the base
type for all variables. It provides access to the variable metadata: a unique numeric label, a
name, a longer description, the data type, and the units. Each major variable type has its
own subclass off of Variable. The subclasses provides the additional specific data for that
variable type. ContinuousSignal is the base class for ContinuousInput, AutonomousSignal,
and ContinuousOutput. Continuous signals are restricted to values specified by their range.
The range can be specified as either a vector of discrete values or a continuous interval.
AutonomousSignal and ContinuousOutput have the additional property of trajectories that
describe their behavior. AutonomousSignal trajectories can be specified as constants, an
algebraic expressions, or first order ordinary differential equations. Constants can either
be defined as a numerical value or as a variable name intended to be set at runtime.
Algebraic expressions and differential equations can utilize other autonomous signals in
addition to numeric values and runtime constants. AutonomousSignal also has a property
to describe initial conditions. Initial conditions are algebraic expressions utilizing constants
and autonomous signals. DiscreteSignal provides the properties that describe discrete signals
behaviors. This includes an inactive value that the block representing the discrete value will
maintain when inactive, and a active value that is instantaneously generated when the block
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is activated. InputStimulus, DiscreteResponse, and InternalEvent have the same properties
and differ only in the context of their use.
The ConditionVectors object contains each unique condition vector. Each ConditionVec-
tor has a unique identifying label, a reference to the mode that will be switched to once it
is applied, and a set of ConditionVectorElements. A ConditionVectorElement identifies the
variable to which it applies, and identifies the InitialCondition that should be applied by
referring to the InitialCondition label property.
The Modes object collects all Mode objects. The Mode object has a numeric label that
uniquely identifies the the mode, a description, and a set of Transition objects. Transitions
have a unique numeric identifier, the initiating input stimulus, the condition vector that
should be applied during the transition, and a set of predicates logically ANDed to be tested
for transition activation.
2.2 XML Processing and Simulink Generation
XML processing is facilitated by generating a python object data structure utilizing [11] run
against an XML schema produced from the data model described above. After the XML
schema has been consumed a pythonic set of objects representing the schema are available
to be customized and utilized.
Once the set of objects are available, the implementation of algorithm in [3] related to
iterating over the data provided is fairly straight forward. However, the algorithm provided
describes automated Simulink model construction at a highly abstract level.
A more detailed set of algorithms for the transformation of an EHA to a Simulink model
is developed and feasibility is demonstrated by examination of a case study and an EHA
transform realized by hybridlink. Mappings are provided for the creation of various Simulink
constructs and setting of their properties. Basic blocks are composed and combined to
generate the more complex functionality of the EHA model.
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Chapter 3
Specification to Model Transformation
An adaptive cruise control system inspired by [4] will be examined here as a case study in the
process of transforming an EHA to a Simulink diagram. In this system an adaptive cruise
control system that maintains a certain speed or follows another vehicle at a safe distance is
described. A safe distance is defined as following at a distance such that by fully applying the
brakes until coming to a complete stop a collision is avoided. When a leading vehicle enters
the sensor range of the follower it determines the distance between the two vehicles and the
speed of the lead vehicle. If the gap is not a safe distance, the trailing vehicle applies its
brakes until a safe distance is reached. At that point, it will apply the accelerator to follow
at a safe distance. For the purposes of keeping the example simple enough to be manually
constructed some simplifications are made. For instance, speed is regulated by either fully
applying the accelerator or the brake. High fidelity to the system described in [4] is not the
top priority in order to demonstrate the mapping of EHA to Simulink diagram. Rather,
the adaptive cruise control is utilized as inspiration to generate a sufficiently interesting
specification to exercise most of the use cases currently covered by hybridlink.
The Simulink diagram will be stepped through in a depth-first fashion. The black box
I/O block will act as the root with its subsystems acting as leaves.
At the top level of the Simulink diagram, shown in figure 3.1, we view the EHA as a
black box into which one feeds stimuli and continuous inputs and receives discrete responses
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Figure 3.1: The I/O Black Box
and continuous outputs. Discrete inputs are accepted via the I in-port. Discrete inputs
are defined to be a stream of discrete events and therefore only a single discrete input
can be applied in a time step. Continuous inputs are accepted via the U in-port. An
arbitrary number of continuous outputs can be defined for consumption by the EHA. The
line representing continuous inputs is a vector of multiplexed signals and is ordered length-
lexicographically by variable name. The discrete outputs vector is available via the O outport
while the continuous outputs vector is accessed via the Y outport. An arbitrary number of
discrete responses and continuous outputs can be defined. All variable vectors are ordered
length-lexicographically by name.
The collections of variables, represented by lines connected to the I, U , O, and Y ports
for this example are presented in tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4. The use and behavior of these
variables will be discussed as they are encountered in the diagram.
Additionally, this EHA has several configuration parameters that will be defined as
MATLAB variables. These are enumerated in table 3.5.
3.1 Variables
The overall logical organization of the Simulink diagram is shown in 3.2. At this point
we can see the subsystems that actuate an EHA’s behavior. The mode-transition machine
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Table 3.1: Input Stimuli (I)
Stimulus Name Description Value
null null Null stimulus 0
AE New vehicle New lead vehicle detected 1
AL Vehicle left Lead vehicle has left 2
Table 3.2: Continuous Inputs (U)












m/s double [0,∞) Vehicle’s velocity
Table 3.3: Discrete Outputs (O)






A Accelerate boolean none 1 0 Depress the accelerator
B Brake boolean none 1 0 Depress the brake pedal
Table 3.4: Continuous Outputs (Y)
Variable Name Units Type Range Description
sout Speed Report km/h double [0,∞)
Output of the follower’s ve-
locity to broadcast for any
further vehicles in the train
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Table 3.5: Configuration Variables
Name Variable Units Description
Accelerator Acceleration a m/s2
Acceleration due to pressing
the accelerator
Maximum Sensor Distance dc m
Maximum sensor range for
detecting the lead vehicle’s
distance
Static Friction, Follower k dimensionless
Coefficient of static friction,
following vehicle
Static Friction, Leader f dimensionless
Coefficient of static friction,
lead vehicle
Rolling Resistance r dimensionless Rolling resistance coefficient
contains the mechanisms by which operating mode, initial conditions, and discrete responses
are selected. The condition vectors subsystem contains the implementation of calculations
related discrete responses and initial conditions. The trajectories subsystem implements
modal behavior of the continuous outputs and autonomous variables.
In addition to the subsystems, four variable groups are also visible in figure 3.2. These
are, from left to right, CV, mode, X(0), and X(last). The line CV carries a vector of indices
which govern the selection of discrete responses and initial conditions inside of the condition
vectors subsystem. The mode line carries an integer index which selects the behavior of the
variables inside the trajectories subsystem. The line X(0) carries a vector of values which
provide initial conditions to the functions in the trajectories subsystem. Finally, X is vector
of values with the current mode as the first value followed by the autonomous signals. The
autonomous signals for the cruise control example are presented in table 3.6. The variables
corresponding to the inports U and I and the outports O and Y were described previously.
This section has described many concepts related to the EHA in high level terms. In the
following sections each major logical division of the Simulink diagram will be described in
detail, and the terms introduced will be brought into greater focus.
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Figure 3.2: Overview
Table 3.6: Autonomous Signals (X)




m/s double [0,∞) Velocity of the vehicle the
system is running on.




m double [0,∞) The distance between the




m double [0,∞) The minimum distance to




m/s double [0,∞) Velocity of the leading vehi-
cle.
3.2 Mode-Transition Machine
In figure 3.3 the mode-transition machine of the model is shown. The mode of an EHA
is analogous to the state of a finite state machine [3]. Each mode has a unique set of
transitions associated with it and a unique condition vector associated with each transition.
The appropriate condition vector associated with a transition is selected by the New Mode
Selector. The CV Switch and Mode Switch block utilize the current mode as in index into
their inports to select what values will be passed. For example, if the EHA is currently in
mode 3, then the fifth inport of each switch, corresponding to mode 3, will be output.
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Figure 3.3: Mode-Transition Machine
3.2.1 Transitions
The data regarding transitions for mode 3, which will be examined here, are shown in table
3.7. In this example there are 5 transitions. Each transition partitions the state space based
on an ANDed predicate tuple consisting of intervals defined against input stimuli, current
mode, and autonomous signals. While the EHA is operating within the bounds defined by
a particular predicate tuple that transition is said to be active. While a transition is active,
the modifications to the system behavior specified by its condition vector will be applied.
The Condition Vector column of this table will be described in more detail later.
The diagram drawn for the transitions for mode 3 of the cruise control are shown in figure
3.4. Each transition for a mode has a subsystem which implements the predicate tuple for
that transition. Because the state space is partitioned disjointly only a single transition can
be active at any given moment. This property allows the usage of a multiplexer to create
a vector from the outputs of the transition subsystems. Only one element in the vector is
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Table 3.7: Mode 3 Transitions
Transition Variables Predicate Condition Vector





































greater than 0, so a sum is taken of all the vector’s elements to obtain a transition index.
The index from the subsystems, by design, is one higher than the transition’s ID so 1 is
subtracted to correct for this before passing it out of (hQ, a) to the lookup table.
The reason for the intentional off-by-one from the transition index subsystems is primarily
a matter of debugging. By the HSBS theory, because the state space is partitioned disjointly,
at any given time one and only one transition can be active. In practice, since the HSBS
and XML representation are currently manually constructed, mistakes can occur that cause
a situation where no transition is active. Erroneous inputs could also lead to this problem.
In this situation, 0 active transitions would correspond to a 0 result from the transition
sum block. However, 0 is a valid index to the lookup table down the pipeline. Therefore, a
situation where no transition is active results in unexpected behavior rather than an error.
Consider the following example. Suppose the system is in mode 3 and d(t) > dc and
the input stimulus AL was not received. There is no transition from mode 3 to handle this
situation because it is an illegal transition. In this case, no transition will be active. However,
Simulink casts an inactive line to the value 0 when it is used as an input. Therefore, a case
where no transition is active would be indistinguishable from the case where transition 0 is
active.
The design that has been put in place causes a Simulink error in the situation described
above. The Transition 0 subsystem will emit a value of 1, which is then corrected to a 0
before being passed down the line. In the situation where no transitions are active, −1 is the
value on outport (hQ, a) of a Transition subsystem. Since −1 is not a legal value a runtime
error will alert the user of Simulink that there is a problem.
Figure 3.5 shows the diagram drawn for transition 1 of mode 3. The predicates for the
transition can be found in table 3.7. This particular diagram highlights all the features that
are currently automatically constructed and will be examined block-by-block.
Predicates are implemented as various logical comparison blocks. Each type of
comparison present will be examined. In the current iteration, the input stimulus is expected
to be a specific integer value. Therefore, the Input Stimulus block is implemented as
a comparison to a constant. For this transition the predicate for the input stimulus is
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Figure 3.4: Transition Index Calculation
InputStimulus = 0, or the null input. In future iterations the predicate on the input
stimulus should drop the integer assumption and allow for parameterization.
The predicate on the current mode is an integer comparison to a constant. This block
ensures that a transition will only be active while the appropriate mode it belongs to is also
active. Since this transition belongs to mode 3, the comparison is CurrentMode = 3.
The rest of the blocks in the predicates relate to autonomous signals. Since autonomous
signals are not integer values, simple comparisons to constants are generally not useful and
intervals are utilized instead. Several types of intervals are allowed to be defined and many
are demonstrated here. The simplest interval type is comparison to constants. The blocks
d surrogate, h, s, and v show this behavior. Their intervals are all defined as [0,∞). Any
number is legal to define here in the place of infinity. The interval d = (h(last), d c] shows two
other allowed boundary definitions. The lower bound in this case is another autonomous
signal. This allows for dynamic boundaries based on internal calculations. This case is
constructed by utilizing a Interval Test Dynamic block. This block takes lower and upper
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bounds as inputs. For d, a branch is pulled from the line corresponding to h up to the lower
bound on the d interval test. The upper boundary on d is a configuration constant, in this
case d c that can be found in table A.1. In this case, a constant block is generated and
then plugged into the corresponding upper or lower boundary. All of the boundary types
are allowed to be mixed with one another.
Transition activation is implemented as a logical and of all predicates in the predicate
tuple. If all conditions are satisfied, then the transition is active. An active transition is
indicated by it passing a value one greater than its ID. So, for transition 1, it outputs the
value 2. This is accomplished by the Transition AND, the Transition Index Constant, and
the Transition Selected Product blocks. When the AND block is satisfied its output is 1,
and thus the product block outputs the value of the Transition Index Constant, which in
this case is 2. If the AND block is not satisfied, then its output is 0 and thus the output at
the Transisition Index outport is also 0.
Testing for Equality
One case not examined here is the case of a test for equality. Given that autonomous
signals are continuous, they generally do not take on specific enough values to test for exact
equality. However, such a test may be desirable. There are two ways to handle this. First, the
specification can define an interval such that there is some range that is considered equality
such as x = (y − ε, y + ε). Another way to test for equality is to check for a hit crossing.
If a predicate is defined in the format x = (b, b) a hit-crossing block will be generated.
This block will be active when the variable x reaches or crosses the boundary defined by it.
Depending on which boundary is open, three types of of hit crossing can be generated. If
the left boundary is open, then a falling hit crossing is generated. A falling hit crossing will
be active instantaneously as a value crosses or achieves equality to the boundary value with
a negative slope. A boundary open on the right has the analogous behavior, but for a signal
with a positive slope. If the boundary is open on both sides or closed on both sides a hit
crossing that fires for a crossing in either direction is generated. If equality is achieved this
17
Figure 3.5: Interval Examples
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final type of hit crossing will remain active as long as equality is maintained while the others
will not.
3.3 Condition Vector Selection
After a transition index has been determined the condition vector associated with that
transition needs to be selected. The condition vectors for the cruise control EHA are given
in table 3.8. The condition vector ID is the value referenced in the Condition Vector column
of table 3.7, and the Initial Condition IDs of table 3.8 are indices corresponding to specific
initial condition calculations shown in table 3.10. Those calculations are the subject of the
next section.
Table 3.8: Condition Vectors
Condition Vector ID
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Variable Initial Condition ID
New Mode 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 3 4
A 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
B 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
ω 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
s 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
v 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Each mode in an EHA utilizes a subset of the set of condition vectors. This subset is
called the mode’s transition matrix. This matrix is assembled by taking the condition vectors
referenced in the mode’s transitions and concatenating them together. In the case of mode
3 of the cruise control, the set of condition vectors referenced is (9, 8, 6, 7, 4, 3). When these
conditions vectors from table 3.8 are concatenated the result is the transition matrix in table
3.9.
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Table 3.9: Mode 3 Transition Matrix
Transition Index
0 1 2 3 4 5
Variable Initial Condition Indexes
New Mode 3 4 3 4 1 2
A 0 1 0 1 1 0
B 1 0 1 0 0 1
ω 0 0 0 0 0 0
d 1 1 2 2 1 1
dsurrogate 0 0 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 0 0 0
s 1 1 1 0 1 1
v 0 0 0 0 0 0
A transition matrix like the one in table 3.9 is used as the lookup table within in a New
Mode Selector from figure 3.3. The New Mode Selector from mode 3 is shown in figure 3.6.
The transition index that is passed into the into the New Mode Selector from the transitions
subsystem of a mode is utilized to select a vector out of the transition matrix. The vector
that is selected has as its first element the mode to actuate during the current time step
and a set of initial condition indexes to be applied. The mode value is selected out of the
condition vector by the Mode Selector and passed to the Trajectories subsystem of figure
3.2. The remainder of the vector consists of discrete responses and initial condition indexes
and are selected by the CV Selector and passed to the Condition Vectors subsystem of figure
3.2.
Once a transition had been activated and its associated condition vector selected, the
discrete responses and initial conditions for autonomous signals can be be calculated. The
mapping of condition vector indexes to their respective calculations is discussed in section
3.4.
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Figure 3.6: Transition Matrix Lookup
3.4 Condition Vectors
The condition vectors subsystem implements the discrete response and initial condition
behavior selected by the mode-transition machine. It consumes the indexes passed into
it and then outputs a vector of discrete responses and a vector of initial conditions for
autonomous signals. There is a finite set of possible calculations related to each variable.
For the cruise control EHA, this set of calculations is given in table 3.10. Each Initial
Condition ID corresponds to a initial condition index from a condition vector. For example,
if the initial condition index for variable d = 1 then the initial condition passed to the
equation calculating d will be d(last), that is, the value of d from the previous timestep.
The internals of the condition vectors subsystem is shown in figure 3.7. The initial
condition index for a particular variable is selected by the various selector blocks. Discrete
responses and initial conditions can legally utilize the values of autonomous signals in their
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Table 3.10: Initial Conditions
Initial Condition ID
0 1 2
Variable Discrete Response Value
A[0] 0 1 -
B[0] 0 1 -
ω[0] 0 1 -
Variable Initial Condition Value
d(0) 0 d(last) dsurrogate(last)
dsurrogate(0) - - -
h(0) - - -
s(0) 0 s(last) -
v(0) - - -
calculations so the vector of autonomous signal values are made available to the individual
condition vector subsystems.
Both discrete responses and autonomous signals are calculated in the condition vectors
subsystem. Variables that are defined as discrete responses in table 3.3 are multiplexed into a
vector and are output via the O[] outport. Initial conditions for autonomous signals defined
in table 3.6 are multiplexed into a vector and output via the X(0) outport.
In figure 3.8 the internals of a single variable’s condition vector subsystem is displayed.
It consists of a set of enabled subsystems which output only the value selected by the current
initial condition index. Each Condition Vector Element subsystem corresponds to one of the
possible initial condition indexes listed in table 3.10. In the case of variable d, there are three
possible initial condition calculations. Therefore, there are three compare-to-constant blocks
to test for each possible value, and three Condition Vector Elements corresponding to these
possibilities. If the current initial condition index is 1, then Condition Vector Element 1 will
be active and the other two subsystems will be inactive. The merge block passes the value
only of the active subsystem, and thus the output at d(0) will be the output of Condition
Vector Element 1, that is, d(0) = d(last) as specified in table 3.10.
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Figure 3.7: Condition Vectors Subsystem for Multimode Operation
Condition vector elements supports algebraic expressions utilizing numerical constants,
runtime MATLAB variable constants, and autonomous signals. Examples utilizing numerical
constants and autonomous signals from the initial conditions for signal d are shown in
figures 3.9a and 3.9b . The condition vector elements showcased are quite simple and no
algebraic manipulations are performed. Examples of algebraic operations produced by the
same mechanism available to condition vector elements are shown in section 3.5.
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Figure 3.8: Condition Element Collection for variable d
A common feature in all of the Condition Vector Element implementations is the use
of a subsystem called the Merge Line. The merge line is an enabled subsystem with a line
running straight from the inport to the outport with no operations performed on it. This
mechanism is in place due to a property of the merge block in the condition vector element
collection. Merge blocks require, first, that that only one of its inports have an active signal.
Second, it requires that the line leading to it not have any modifications between the final
enabled subsystem the line runs through and the merge block. The enabled property of
a condition vector element ensures that only one line to the merge block is active. The
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merge line subsystem interposes a subsystem that performs no modifications between the
calculations that take place in a condition vector element and the merge block. Thus, both
requirements of the merge block are satisfied.
In figure 3.9a we see the implementation of the initial condition 0 for variable d which is
defined in table 3.10. For initial condition 0, d(0) = 0. In this case, a numerical constant
block is generated, run through the merge line, and output directly.
In figure 3.9b we see the implementation of the initial condition 1 for variable d which
is defined in table 3.10. For initial condition 1, d(0) = d(last). The order of variables in
X is determined by length-lexicographical sorting by name, so a simple lookup against the
names of variables in table 3.6 determines which element of X to pass. Initial condition 2
for variable is d(0) = d surrogate(last) and is constructed similarly to initial condition 1.
(a) Condition Vector Element, Utilizing
Constant
(b) Condition Vector Element Utilizing
X(last)
3.5 Trajectories
The trajectories subsystem shown in figure 3.2 contains calculations related to the behavior
of autonomous signals and continuous outputs for the modes of an EHA. The functions
governing each variable in each mode for the cruise control are shown in table 3.11.
Each locally controlled continuous variable shown in table 3.11 has a block generated for




0 1 2 3 4
Variable Behavior
Autonomous Signals
d(t) 0 0 0 ḋ = v − s ḋ = v − s
dsurrogate da da da da da











s(t) ṡ = −rg ṡ = −rg + a ṡ = −kg ṡ = −kg ṡ = −rg + a
v(t) va va va va va
Continuous Outputs
sout(t) 3.6× s 3.6× s 3.6× s 3.6× s 3.6× s
current mode with a particular equation associated with each mode. Trajectory equations are
versatile and can utilize many possible terms in their calculations. Terms can be numerical
constants, runtime MATLAB variables, continuous inputs, or autonomous signals.
There is a great diversity of possible behaviors for trajectories as well. The can be
constants, algebraic equations, differential equations, or surrogate variables. Trajectories
may use initial conditions or they may not. Due to this diversity, at the diagram level shown
in figure 3.9 all variables that could be potentially used by a trajectory are passed into
each variable’s subsystem. The autonomous signals (X ) are provided to support algebraic
equations and differential equations. Initial conditions (X(0)) are provided for differential
equations. Continuous inputs (U ) are provided to enable surrogate variables. Finally, the
current mode (mode) is provided to facilitate activation of the trajectories appropriate for
the current mode.
At the output side of a variable’s subsystem is simply a numerical value produced after
consuming what was required of the various inputs given to it. The variables that correspond
to the autonomous signals given in table 3.6 are multiplexed into a vector and passed through
a memory block to be fed back to the mode-transition machine and the condition vectors
subsystem. The memory block is required due to autonomous signals being fed back into
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Figure 3.9: Trajectories by Variable
prior blocks. Without the memory block, an algebraic loop is created whereby a variable
at the current timestep depends upon itself. Variables corresponding to continuous outputs
from table 3.4 are likewise multiplexed into a vector and then passed out of the system.
Within each variable’s subsystem is another set of subsystems corresponding to trajec-
tories defined for that variable. Figure 3.10 shows the trajectory subsystems for variable
d. Although there are five modes in the cruise control, each associated with an equation,
only two trajectory subsystems appear. Experience has shown that it is quite common for
the same trajectory to appear in multiple modes as can be seen in table 3.11. Therefore, a
mechanism for reusing trajectories has been implemented. Each unique trajectory equation
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per variable is recorded once in the data structure representing that variable along with a list
of modes that the equation is active for. When the diagram is built, it creates one subsystem
per equation encountered in the data structure. As shown in table 3.11 the trajectory for
d(t) in modes 0, 1, and 2 is d(t) = 0. In the diagram this arrangement is expressed by
Mode 0 Trajectory in figure 3.10 being wired to inputs 2, 3, and 4 on the multiport switch
Trajectory Selector. The trajectory ḋ(t) = v− s is utilized by both modes 3 and 4. Like the
previous case, it is wired to the the inport of the trajectory selector that correspond to these
modes, namely, inputs 5 and 6.
The trajectory selector in figure 3.10 is a zero-indexed multi-port switch. The first input,
wired to the mode inport, selects which port of the switch to pass. A mode value of 0
will pass the second input of the switch, which corresponds to the wire from the mode 0
trajectory. A reused trajectory is wired to more than one port on the multiport switch, each
input it is wired to an input port corresponding to a mode it is active in.
Figure 3.10: Trajectories for d(t)
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Each trajectory contains another enabled subsystem as seen in figure 3.11. The reason for
this is twofold. First, when a subsystem is not enabled it saves resources by not calculating
the internals of that system. Second, when a subsystem is disabled it resets any integrators
inside and initial conditions will be applied when it is reactivated.
For each mode that a trajectory is utilized for, a compare to constant block is generated.
The collection of these comparators is ORed together so that if the current mode is one of the
modes the equation should be active for then the trajectory is enabled. Figure 3.11 shows
the contents of Mode 3 Trajectory from figure 3.10. Equation 1 - d for d is to be active for
modes three and four. This results in the generation of the comparator blocks mode 3 and
mode 4. They are then ORed together and control the enabling of the trajectory equation.
Figure 3.11: Enabling Trajectory Reuse
Trajectories as algebraic expressions or first order differential equations in time are
automatically constructed. Equations can be basic arithmetic that are combinations
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of numerical constants, MATLAB variables, autonomous signals, or continuous inputs
combined with arithmetic operators.
In figure 3.12 the trajectory ḋ = v − s from table 3.11 is implemented. This trajectory
showcases several features of trajectories. The most visible feature is that algebraic
expressions are possible to implement automatically. In this case a simple subtraction is
shown, though all arithmetic operators are supported. Further, variables from X can be
utilized in expressions. In addition, MATLAB variable constant blocks can also be generated
and used in expressions. Perhaps the most important constructs shown are those determining
behavior of the integrator.
Figure 3.12: Autonomous Signal Expression Generated from Reverse Polish Notation
For integrators, a mechanism had to be found to reset the integrator when a new initial
condition is intended to be applied. Whenever the system switches from one trajectory to
another trajectory, the enable block is disabled. This causes the block to reset, including
the integrator. In a system where an active trajectory never needs to accept a new initial
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condition, this is a sufficient way to reset integrators. However, systems do exist that will
need to accept a new initial condition for an active trajectory. In the case of the autonomous
cruise control, if a car is already being followed and a new car enters the follower’s lane, the
follower will need to reset its integrator with this new distance. Another situation where
this can arise is when a trajectory is utilized for more than one mode. A mode switch may
occur which necessitates the application of an initial condition on the integrator. However,
since the trajectory did not disable during the transition, the integrator will not be reset.
Two primary strategies were considered for resolving this problem. The first possibility
is to forgo real trajectory reuse. A separate trajectory, with identical behavior, can be
constructed. This handles the case where a mode switch occurs but the trajectory does not.
However, this does not correct the situation where a transition occurs that requires a new
initial condition, but mode does not change. It also generates many unnecessary blocks.
The mechanism that has been implemented detects a discontinuity between x(last) and
x(0). When a discontinuity occurs it indicates that a new initial condition has been requested.
In the case that a new initial condition happens to be exactly equal to the current state of
the integrator no reset occurs because such a reset would not cause any change in the state
of the system. The Toggle is a block that generates an alternating rising or falling edge when
it is activated, thus reseting the integrator to a new initial condition every time step it is
enabled. It is enabled when x(last) 6= x(0). This condition indicates a discontinuity between
the running integrator and the initial conditions, and thus signals that the integrator needs
to be reset.
One of the definitional needs of an EHA is to be able to consume continuous inputs. This
is accomplished through the implementation of surrogate variables. Surrogates variables are
autonomous signals that serve to pass external signals into the EHA. Surrogates are intended
only to do simple operations on the input such as sampling, scaling factors, range limiting,
or unit conversions.
The reason for these restrictions on surrogates relates to system boundaries and what a
continuous input is. Continuous inputs typically represent some real-world value that exists
outside of the system such as voltage. This continuous input has three problematic properties
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for direct use in the EHA. First it is truly continuous, but any real implementation of an
EHA is will have to be sampled. Second, a continuous input has an unbounded range. A
voltage, for example, could become so high as to saturate a device reading it. Third, in
order to consume a real-world continuous value there must be some form of analog-to-digital
converter in place to take care of the previous two problems for real systems. Surrogate
variables model the solution to these three properties. At each time step, they sample the
continuous input given to them. They can be specified with lower and upper bounds. They
also act as a model of an interposing piece of hardware between the outside world and the
internals of the EHA.
Figure 3.13 is the implementation of the autonomous signal v which acts as the surrogate
for the variable va from table 3.2. As mentioned above, only a single continuous input is
utilized and only simple arithmetic is performed. In this case, multiplication by one.
Figure 3.13: Autonomous Signal v as a Surrogate for Continuous Input v a
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This covers the features of an EHA that hybridlink is able to construct automatically. At
the end of this process, a Simulink diagram implementing the system is drawn and ready to





An examination of a Simulink model of the EHA generated from an HSBS enumeration
would be incomplete without examining its behavior. In this section we will examine the
inputs and response of the adaptive cruise control example. The HSBS enumeration for the
cruise control is given in appendix A.2 and tables describing the EHA are found in appendix
A.3 A full description of the original adaptive cruise control system can be found in [4].
This example is designed designed to highlight features important in automated
construction of an EHA. For example, distance between vehicles and the speed of the follower
vehicle could be implemented as straight forward surrogate variables. However, it is useful
for the purposes of this demonstration to have these variables be differential equations to
exercise various features with respect to them, and thus distance and the speed of the trailing
vehicle are calculated rather than read from a continuous input. Second, fidelity to a realistic
scenario is second to generating an enumeration of reasonable complexity while allowing for
creation without software tools. Thus, acceleration and braking, for example, are assumed
to be fully applied rather than determined by a more complex algorithm.
In figure 4.1a the continuous output from the cruise control example is shown. For the
first 3 seconds, the vehicle operates without a lead vehicle and accelerate towards its set
speed of 90km/h (mode 1). At t = 3s, a discrete stimulus signaling the entrance of a vehicle
is received. At this point an initial reading of distance is taken off the surrogate variables
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(a) Continuous Output (Trailing Vehicle Speed) (b) Internal State
(c) Discrete Response A (d) Discrete Response B
dsurrogate and future distances between the vehicles and a minimum safe distance begins to
be calculated (mode 4). The following vehicle continues accelerating until the minimum
safe distance is reached. At about t = 5seconds the distance between the vehicles falls
below the minimum safe distance as can be seen in figure 4.1b. At this point, the following
vehicle applies its brakes until a safe distance is reached again(mode 3), at which point it
again switches to an accelerating mode(mode 4). This chattering behavior continues as the
following vehicle’s speed approaches an equilibrium at about 72km/h. That is, it establishes
an equilibrium around the leading vehicle’s speed. The discrete responses of the accelerator
and brake can be seen in figures 4.1c and 4.1d respectively. At t = 42s the discrete response
indicating the departure of the leading vehicle is received. At this point, the following vehicle
returns to the modes with no lead vehicle (modes 1 and 2). The following vehicle accelerates
until it passes its preset speed of 90km/h. At this point, it applies the brake (mode 2) until





The Software Quality Research Lab at UT has set out to provide a viable and reliable
pathway to direct projects from concept to code utilizing formal specification methods.
SQRL’s proposed pathway is as follows:
1. A natural language concept is transformed into a natural language requirements
document.
2. The requirements document is then transformed and expanded to completeness
utilizing hybrid sequence based specification, which produces a specification that is
complete, consistent, and traceably correct.
3. An enumeration hybrid automaton can then be produced algorithmically
4. A model of the EHA can then be constructed automatically
5. Code that is reliable and predictable is written or automatically generated.
Steps 2 and 3 have have their theory expounded on by [3] however tool support has not yet
emerged. This thesis provides an instance of Step 4.
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5.1 Contribution
An important link in the tool chain proposed by SQRL has been moved from the realm of
potentiality to feasibility. Namely, the automated generation of a Simulink implementation
of software specified by the HSBS method has been demonstrated.
To support tool-constructed models of EHAs a data model has been developed. This
data model can be utilized as a basis from which to begin generating EHA models in various
modeling tools in addition to Simulink. The data model describes discrete inputs, continuous
inputs, autonomous signals, discrete outputs, and continuous outputs.
A mapping of the most aspects of an EHA to Simulink blocks has been provided.
Mappings are provided for the behavior of autonomous signals, discrete outputs, and
continuous outputs. Continuous signals handling includes the use of differential and
algebraic equations. Calculations are able to utilize constants, named constant variables,
autonomous signals, and continuous inputs. Initial conditions conditions are handled
utilizing constants, named constant variables, and autonomous signals combined in algebraic
expressions. Various types of transition boundaries have also been mapped. Predicates can
be implemented based on constants, named constant variables, and autonomous signals.
5.2 Future Work
The work undertaken on the automated generation of an EHA model opens up numerous
new lines of inquiry, in addition to questions that have been opened up by other work in
this area. The concepts of internal events is unexplored in the specification and automation.
Internal events are similar to discrete outputs, except that instead of being passed out of the
system, they are treated as internal state variables. In the course of implementing the cruise
control example a situation was encountered which internal events events would have made
implementable. A test scenario was played out such that the lead vehicle left the sensor
range of the follower. The follower expects to receive a input stimulus when this situation
occurs. However, the signal was not given that the appropriate time and the system entered
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an illegal state. By implementing internal events, when the lead vehicle went out of range
an internal event could be directed to trigger the signal indicating so, and the system would
not have entered the illegal state.
Given that each enumeration may turn up new mathematical situations that have not
been encountered previously, there will be an ever expanding list of potential situations to
handle automatically. A few examples that can be easily predicted are situations where
memory is required, a facet already encountered in [12], and higher order differential
equations. Also, given the extreme diversity of situations, a method to expand functionality
by the user would be desirable. For example, supporting s-functions in Simulink. A plug-in
based software model with a more general interface to the EHA may also lead to faster
turnaround times on supporting modeling software other than Simulink.
Work also needs to be done on other parts of the tool-chain. Doing enumerations beyond
the most basic examples without a tool such as REAL [13] for sequence based specification
is both time consuming and error prone. The format used to represent an enumeration also
needs to be formalized so an exploration of an automated transform from enumeration to
EHA can be undertaken. Further exploration of model verification may also bear fruit. The
models constructed here are verified by example, but formal methods are desirable.
The ultimate goal of the tool-chain is not just the tool-assisted modeling of software, but
reliable implementation of code that will be run on the destination hardware. An exploration
into this aspect of the tool-chain should be undertaken.
Some difficulty was also encountered with the enumeration visualization. A method
to differentiate between autonomous signals and continuous outputs is desirable. Internal
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This is a larger view of the data model proposed to represent an enumeration hybrid
automaton.
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Figure A.1: Data Model (Detailed View)
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A.2 Cruise Control Enumeration





The cruise control system consists of a control logic unit, input from an speedometer, an interface 
with a communication system, and interfaces to accelerator and brake actuators.
2
The communication system reports the presence, distance, and velocity of the vehicle directly 
ahead in the lane (if such a vehicle exists).
2a
Initially, no such vehicle is assumed to exist (it will immediately be detected otherwise) and the 
distance, velocity, and minimum safe distance will be set to 0.
2b Distance ranges from 0 meters to a predetermined constant communication range dc (inclusive).
2c Velocity ranges from 0m/s upward.
3 The speedometer ranges from 0m/s upward.
3a Initially, the speedometer's reading is unknown.
4
If no other vehicle is ahead in the lane within a distance of dc meters. then the vehicle shall 
regulate its own velocity to match a predetermined reference velocity vd. 
4a
If a vehicle is detected ahead in the lane within communication distance, it shall be designated as 
the ahead vehicle and the behavior specified in Req. 5 followed. 
4b It is not possible for the ahead vehicle to leave when no ahead vehicle has been designated.
4c If the vehicle's velocity is higher than the reference velocity, the brakes shall be applied.
4d
If the vehicle's velocity is lower than or equal to the reference velocity, the accelerator shall be 
applied.
5
If other vehicles are ahead in the lane within a distance of dc meters, then the nearest vehicle is 
designated as the ahead vehicle and the vehicle shall maintain a safe distance between itself and 
the ahead vehicle. 
5a
When the ahead vehicle leaves the communication range or leaves the lane, if there is another 
vehicle ahead in the lane within  communication distance then that vehicle shall become the ahead 
vehicle immediately. 
5b
When the ahead vehicle leaves the communication range or leaves the lane and no other vehicle 
is ahead in the lane within communication distance, then the previous ahead vehicle distance and 
velocity values shall be zeroed out and the vehicle shall return to the behavior specified in Req. 4. 
5c If the distance to the ahead vehicle is less than the safe distance, the brakes shall be applied.
5d
If the distance to the ahead vehicle is greater than or equal to the safe distance, the accelerator 
shall be applied.
5e
When the ahead vehicle is first designated, the distance is equal to d(new), which is reported by 
the communications equipment. (D)
5f
The minimum safe distance to the ahead vehicle is governed by the equation h(b,s,v) = 
(s^2/(2*k*g)) - (v^2/(2*f*g))
5g If the vehicle's velocity is higher than the reference velocity, the brakes shall be applied. (D)
6 The brake and accelerator cannot be applied simultaneously.
6a Initially, neither the brake nor the accelerator is applied. (D)
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7 If no ahead vehicle is designated the minimum safe distance will be set to 0(D)
8 The current speed of the vehicle will be output as km/h
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Prefix
stimulus Variable Blocks Reqs Step Variable Exp Reqs Step Var Exp Reqs Step Seq Reqs Step
λ O[0] null method C2.1 λ method C2.3
d [0,0] 2a C2.5 d'(t) 0 11 C2.11 d(0) d(last) method C2.12
s [0,inf) 3 C2.5 s'(t)  -r*g 6a,7 C2.11 s(0) 0 method C2.12
v [0,0] 2a C2.5 v(t) v_a method C2.16 v(0) null method C2.1
d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 C2.16 - - method C2.1
h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f C2.16 - - method C2.1
s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 C2.16 - - method C2.1
λ null O[0] null method D2.13 λ method C3.7
d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) method D2.11
s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks 6a,7 D1.19 s(0) s(last) method C2.13
v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
λ null O[0] A 4d D2.9 -- 4d,8 D3.10
d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 11 D2.11
s [0,v_d] method C3.6 s'(t)  -r*g+a 4d,8 D1.10 s(0) 0 8 D2.11
v [0,inf) 2c D4.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
λ null O[0] B 4c D2.9 -- 4c,9 D3.10
d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 11 D2.11
s (v_d,inf) method C3.6 s'(t)  -k*g 4c,9 D1.10 s(0) 0 9 D2.11
v [0,inf) 2c D4.8 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
λ AE O[0] null method D2.13 λ method C3.7
d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(new) 5e D2.11
s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks 6a,7 D1.19 s(0) s(last) method C2.13
v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
λ AE O[0] B 5c D2.13 -- 10, 5c, 5e C3.7
d [0,h(b,s,v)] 5c C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d_s(last) 5e D2.11
s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t)  -k*g 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) 0 7 C2.13
v [0,inf) 2c C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
λ AE O[0] A 5d D2.13 -- 10, 5d, 5e C3.7
d (h(b,s,v), d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d_s(last) 5e D2.11
s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t)  -r*g+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) 0 7 C2.13
v [0,inf) 2c C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
λ AL O[0] omega method I1.1 omega 4b I1.2
d [0,d_c] 2a C2.5 d'(t) 0 11 C2.11 d(0) d(last) method I1.1
s [0,inf) 3 C2.5 s'(t) -ks 6a,7 C2.11 s(0) s(last) method I1.1
v [0,inf) 2c C2.5 v(t) v_a method C2.16 v(0) null method I1.1
d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 C2.16 - - method I1.1
h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f C2.16 - - method I1.1
s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 C2.16 - - method I1.1
null null O[0] null method D2.13 λ method C3.7
[0,d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) method D2.11
[0,v_d] s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks 6a,7 D1.19 s(0) s(last) method C2.13
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
null null O[0] A 4d D2.9 null 4d,8 D3.4
[0,d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 11 D2.11 [0,d_c]
[0,v_d] s [0,v_d] 4d C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 4d,8 D1.10 s(0) s(last) 8 D2.11 [0,v_d]
[0,inf) v [0,inf) 2c D4.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
Predicates Trajectories Condition Vectors Equivalence
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null null O[0] B 4c D2.9 null 4c,9 D3.4
[0,d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 11 D2.11 [0,d_c]
[0,v_d] s (v_d,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 4c,9 D1.10 s(0) s(last) 9 D2.11 (v_d,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) 2c D4.8 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
null AE O[0] null method D2.13 null method C3.7
[0,d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) method D2.11 [0,d_c]
[0,v_d] s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks 6a,7 D1.19 s(0) s(last) method C2.13 [0,v_d]
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
null AE O[0] B 5c D2.13 AE 10, 5c, 5e D3.4
[0,d_c] d [0, h(b,s,v)] 5c C3.6 d'(t) v-s 11 D1.10 d(0) d(new) 5e D2.11 [0,h(b,s,v)]
[0,v_d] s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 9 C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) 2c C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
null AE O[0] A 5d D2.13 AE 10, 5d, 5e D3.4
[0,d_c] d (h(b,s,v), d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 11 D1.10 d(0) d(new) 5e D2.11 (h(b,s,v), d_c]
[0,v_d] s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 8 C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) 2c C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
null AL O[0] omega method I1.1 omega 4b I1.2
[0,d_c] d [0,d_c] 2a C2.5 d'(t) 0 11 C2.11 d(0) d(last) method I1.1
[0,v_d] s [0,inf) 3 C2.5 s'(t) -ks 6a,7 C2.11 s(0) s(last) method I1.1
[0,inf) v [0,inf) 2a C2.5 v(t) v_a method C2.16 v(0) null method I1.1
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 C2.16 - - method I1.1
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f C2.16 - - method I1.1
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 C2.16 - - method I1.1
null null O[0] null method D2.13 λ method C3.7
[0,d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) method D2.11
(v_d,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks 6a,7 D1.19 s(0) s(last) method C2.13
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
null null O[0] A 4d D2.13 null 4d, 8 D3.4
[0,d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 11 D2.11 [0,d_c]
(v_d,inf) s [0,v_d] 4d C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 8 C2.13 [0,v_d]
[0,inf) v [0,inf) 2c C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
null null O[0] B 4c D2.13 null 4c, 9 D3.4
[0,d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 11 D2.11 [0,d_c]
(v_d,inf) s (v_d,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 9 C2.13 (v_d,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) 2c C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
null null O[0] null method D2.13 λ method C3.7
[0,d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) method D2.11
(v_d,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks 6a,7 D1.19 s(0) s(last) method C2.13
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
null AE O[0] B method D2.13 AE 10, 5c, 5e D3.4
[0,d_c] d [0, h(b,s,v)] 5c C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) method D2.11 [0,h(b,s,v)]
(v_d,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,7 D1.19 s(0) s(last) method C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) 2c C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
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null AE O[0] A method D2.13 AE 10, 5d, 5e D3.4
[0,d_c] d (h(b,s,v), d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) method D2.11 (h(b,s,v), d_c]
(v_d,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,7 D1.19 s(0) s(last) method C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) 2c C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
null AL O[0] omega method I1.1 omega 4b I1.2
[0,d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) method I1.1
(v_d,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks 6a,7 D1.19 s(0) s(last) method I1.1
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method I1.1
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method I1.1
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method I1.1
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method I1.1
AE null O[0] B 5c D2.13 -- 10, 5c, 5e C3.7
[0,h(b,s,v)] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
AE null O[0] B 5c D2.13 AE 10, 5c, 5e D3.4
[0,h(b,s,v)] d [0,h(b,s,v)] 5c C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11 [0,h(b,s,v)]
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
AE null O[0] A 5d D2.13 AE 10, 5d, 5e D3.4
[0,h(b,s,v)] d (h(b,s,v), d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11 (h(b,s,v), d_c]
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
AE AE O[0] B 5c D2.13 -- 10, 5c, 5e C3.7
[0,h(b,s,v)] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(new) 5e D2.11
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
AE AE O[0] B 5c D2.13 AE 10, 5c, 5e C3.7
[0,h(b,s,v)] d [0,h(b,s,v)] 5c C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(new) 5e D2.11 [0,h(b,s,v)]
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
AE AE O[0] A 5d D2.13 AE 10, 5d, 5e D3.4
[0,h(b,s,v)] d (h(b,s,v), d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(new) 5e D2.11 (h(b,s,v), d_c]
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
AE AL O[0] B 5c D2.13 -- 10, 5c, 5e C3.7
[0,h(b,s,v)] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
AE AL O[0] A 4d D2.13 null 4d,8 D3.4
[0,h(b,s,v)] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11 [0,d_c]
[0,inf) s [0,v_d] method C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 [0,v_d]
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
AE AL O[0] B 4c D2.13 null 4c,9 D3.4
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[0,h(b,s,v)] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11 [0,d_c]
[0,inf) s (v_d,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 (v_d,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
AE null O[0] A 5d D2.13 -- 10, 5d, 5e C3.7
(h(b,s,v), d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 5e D2.11
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
AE null O[0] B 5c D2.13 AE 10, 5c, 5e D3.4
(h(b,s,v), d_c] d [0,h(b,s,v)] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11 [0,h(b,s,v)]
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
AE null O[0] A 5d D2.13 AE 10, 5d, 5e D3.4
(h(b,s,v), d_c] d (h(b,s,v), d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11 (h(b,s,v), d_c]
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
AE AE O[0] A 5d D2.13 -- 10, 5c, 5e C3.7
(h(b,s,v), d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(new) 5e D2.11
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
AE AE O[0] B 5c D2.13 AE 10, 5c, 5e D3.4
(h(b,s,v), d_c] d [0,h(b,s,v)] 5c C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11 [0,h(b,s,v)]
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
AE AE O[0] A 5d D2.13 AE 10, 5d, 5e D3.4
(h(b,s,v), d_c] d (h(b,s,v), d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) v-s 10 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11 (h(b,s,v), d_c]
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 [0,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
AE AL O[0] A 5d D2.13 -- 10, 5c, 5e C3.7
(h(b,s,v), d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11
[0,inf) s [0,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1
AE AL O[0] A 4d D2.13 null 4d,8 D3.4
(h(b,s,v), d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11 [0,d_c]
[0,inf) s [0,v_d] method C3.6 s'(t) -ks+a 6a,8 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 [0,v_d]
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
AE AL O[0] B 4c D2.13 null 4c,9 D3.4
(h(b,s,v), d_c] d [0,d_c] method C3.6 d'(t) 0 11 D1.10 d(0) d(last) 10 D2.11 [0,d_c]
[0,inf) s (v_d,inf) method C3.6 s'(t) -ks-sb 6a,9 D1.19 s(0) s(last) 7 C2.13 (v_d,inf)
[0,inf) v [0,inf) method C3.6 v(t) v_a method D1.15 v(0) null method C2.1 [0,inf)
[0, inf) d_s [0, inf) 2c C2.5 d_s(t) d_a 2 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) h [0, inf) 5f C2.5 h(t) 0 5f D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
[0, inf) s-out [0, inf) 2c C2.5 s-out(t) s * 3.6 8 D1.15 - - method C2.1 [0, inf)
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Figure A.2: Enumeration Tree View
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A.3 Cruise Control Enumeration Hybrid Automaton
A.3.1 Variables
Table A.1: Configuration Variables
Name Variable Units Description
Accelerator Acceleration a m/s2
Acceleration due to pressing
the accelerator
Maximum Sensor Distance dc m
Maximum sensor range for
detecting the lead vehicle’s
distance
Static Friction, Follower k dimensionless
Coefficient of static friction,
following vehicle
Static Friction, Leader f dimensionless
Coefficient of static friction,
lead vehicle
Rolling Resistance r dimensionless Rolling resistance coefficient
Table A.2: Input Stimuli (I)
Stimulus Name Description Value
null null Null stimulus 0
AE New vehicle New lead vehicle detected 1
AL Vehicle left Lead vehicle has left 2
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Table A.3: Continuous Inputs (U)












m/s double [0,∞) Vehicle’s velocity
Table A.4: Autonomous Signals (X)





Velocity of the vehicle the
system is running on.





The distance between the





The minimum distance to





Velocity of the leading vehi-
cle.
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Table A.5: Discrete Outputs (O)






A Accelerate boolean none 1 0 Depress the accelerator
B Brake boolean none 1 0 Depress the brake pedal
Table A.6: Continuous Outputs (Y)
Variable Name Units Type Range Description
sout Speed Report km/h double [0,∞)
Output of the follower’s ve-
locity to broadcast for any





0 1 2 3 4
Variable Behavior
Autonomous Signals
d(t) 0 0 0 ḋ = v − s ḋ = v − s
dsurrogate da da da da da











s(t) ṡ = −rg ṡ = −rg + a ṡ = −kg ṡ = −kg ṡ = −rg + a
v(t) va va va va va
Continuous Outputs
sout(t) 3.6× s 3.6× s 3.6× s 3.6× s 3.6× s
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A.3.3 Condition Vectors
Table A.8: Initial Conditions
Initial Condition ID
0 1 2
Variable Discrete Response Value
A[0] 0 1 -
B[0] 0 1 -
ω[0] 0 1 -
Variable Initial Condition Value
d(0) 0 d(last) dsurrogate(last)
dsurrogate(0) - - -
h(0) - - -
s(0) 0 s(last) -
v(0) - - -
Table A.9: Condition Vectors
Condition Vector ID
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Variable Initial Condition ID
New Mode 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 3 4
A 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
B 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0
ω 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
s 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
v 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table A.10: Mode 0 Transition Matrix
Transition Index
0 1 2 3
Variable Initial Condition Index
New Mode 1 2 3 4
A 1 0 0 1
B 0 1 1 0
ω 0 0 0 0
d 1 1 2 2
dsurrogate 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 0
s 1 1 1 0
v 0 0 0 0
Table A.11: Mode 1 Transition Matrix
Transition Index
0 1 2 3
Variable Initial Condition Index
New Mode 1 2 3 4
A 1 0 0 1
B 0 1 1 0
ω 0 0 0 0
d 1 1 2 2
dsurrogate 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 0
s 1 1 1 0
v 0 0 0 0
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Table A.12: Mode 2 Transition Matrix
Transition Index
0 1 2 3
Variable Initial Condition Index
New Mode 1 2 3 4
A 1 0 0 1
B 0 1 1 0
ω 0 0 0 0
d 1 1 2 2
dsurrogate 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 0
s 1 1 1 0
v 0 0 0 0
Table A.13: Mode 3 Transition Matrix
Transition Index
0 1 2 3 4 5
Variable Initial Condition Indexes
New Mode 3 4 3 4 1 2
A 0 1 0 1 1 0
B 1 0 1 0 0 1
ω 0 0 0 0 0 0
d 1 1 2 2 1 1
dsurrogate 0 0 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 0 0 0
s 1 1 1 0 1 1
v 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table A.14: Mode 4 Transition Matrix
Transition Index
0 1 2 3 4 5
Variable Initial Condition Indexes
New Mode 3 4 3 4 1 2
A 0 1 0 1 1 0
B 1 0 1 0 0 1
ω 0 0 0 0 0 0
d 1 1 2 2 1 1
dsurrogate 0 0 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 0 0 0
s 1 1 1 0 1 1
v 0 0 0 0 0 0
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A.3.4 Transitions
Table A.15: Mode 0 Transitions
Transition Variables Predicate Condition Vector

























Table A.16: Mode 1 Transitions
Transition Variables Predicate Condition Vector

















Table A.17: Mode 2 Transitions
Transition Variables Predicate Condition Vector

















Table A.18: Mode 3 Transitions
Transition Variables Predicate Condition Vector





































Table A.19: Mode 4 Transitions
Transition Variables Predicate Condition Vector
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